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TYPICAL TYPES OF FOODS UNDERGOING REFORMULATION

“You cannot reformulate an apple, you can only reformulate foods that are composite
products made up of various ingredients that you can take out and put others in, so inherently
they are going to be a different type of products than those that from a public health
perspective we would really be pushing in dietary recommendations.” (Academic Respondent)

BOX 1: NOVA AND ULTRA-PROCESSED FOODS

“You could argue we could all just eat fruits and vegetables, but people want things that they
can put in kids’ lunch boxes or take on the train and do not spill or leak everywhere. So, from
an innovation point of view, the industry is trying to find healthier, lower calorie, satiating
offerings that consumers want to buy to fit into the portfolio of snacking or main meal
offerings.” (Industry Respondent)

BOX 2: ATNI RANKINGS OF REFORMULATED PRODUCTS

“At the business level, a brand might be reformulating for a higher purpose, and to cooperate,
but that is a psychological description. A more technical description would be at a corporate
level, a brand is legally obliged to maximise shareholder value and there is no getting away
from that. So, recognising that there are different marketplaces where there are consumers
who desire reformulated food and consumers who do not and developing countries that have
lax regulation and so-called developed countries that have tighter regulation, a company is
driven to reformulate for profit maximisation reasons. That is it. It is profit - if it was for any
other reason, it would be very suspect.” (Academic Respondent)

“It started as a business case, trying to improve the profile of the product to get a one-up on
their competitors, to make their product stand out in some way from other products. Over
time, around 2000 or 2003 when childhood obesity became a hot political topic in the United
States, you could see it shift into, ‘We are doing it for health reasons and because we need to
be a responsible company to take action on childhood obesity.’ Childhood obesity was one of
the first triggers, I think it is much easier for everybody to act on children first. The real
intention behind it is to circumvent other potential policy measures, which would be more
restrictive to their business model. Things like taxes, VAT adjustments, restrictions on
marketing, all of these would be very challenging for these companies to overcome whereas it
is relatively easy to swap out one ingredient for another in an existing product and they can
continue to market it in the same way to the same people. As far as policy options go, it is the
lesser of evils for them, and it shows that they are being proactive, it shows that they are being
part of the solution, it means that they can join these public private partnerships, which lend a
lot of credibility to them as political actors and there are a lot of benefits it brings to them, and
that is probably the real reason why they are doing it. I think they are definitely trying to
avoid some reputational damage by taking corrective steps.” (Academic Respondent)

“The first [reason] is public health, we very much use reformulation to address over- and
undernutrition… and certainly reducing the levels of sugar, sodium, trans fats, etc. is very
important. And you need a lot of science and a lot of technology to do this. People sometimes
do not understand why it is not all happening fast, and sometimes it is because the science
part is tricky, the technical parts are tricky, but also - which leads me to the second [reason] consumer demand. We have to also consider what consumers are looking for. It is a marriage
of the two, and that is where we as nutritionists come in, because we would say there is a
demand for more flexitarian and vegetarian diets, for example, so let us look at more plantbased foods, and of course we also look at the environment - we could use that as the third
reason - the environmental impact. As we are doing that, we are also saying, as nutritionists,
that is great but make sure it is nutritionally sound, that the nutrients are meeting public
health recommendations and that it is a nutritious product.” (Industry Respondent)

“There are a lot of functional properties that fats provide in products and it is hard to get fat
substitutes that meet the functional needs of these ultra-processed products and that are also
okay for public health and also okay from an environmental and sustainability point of view.
They are going to have a real challenge trying to figure out what to put in these products.”
(Academic Respondent)

“Trans fats are in a territory all on its own, it is quite different from the others, there are a
handful of major industry players that create the trans fats, there is very powerful evidence
showing its [health] impacts, there are very plausible alternatives that do not have an effect on
consumer palatability, and it is totally appropriate and plausible for governments to regulate
it out of existence, as a lot of them have. The major problem we have with the trans fats is in
low- and middle-income countries where you have the big players who do not give a rat's ass
about it and just want to sell products and say, ‘Oh, but they demand it and; therefore, we are
going to produce it.’" (Academic Respondent)

“They probably will start to get some pressure to reformulate their products to remove palm
oil. And, of course, the reason palm oil is in there in the first place is because they
reformulated out the trans, fats which were in there to replace the saturated fats. So, you can
see this vicious cycle, reformulation for the latest craze.” (Academic Respondent)

“Consumers want to know what is in products, they want to know what they are eating, they
want to know where things are sourced from. And there has also been a rise in either food
allergies or intolerances. Our commitment to the consumer and their demands is very high,
and it is important to make sure that we can satisfy that because it is a highly competitive
market and we want to be a responsible producer of goods and to satisfy what consumers
want.” (Industry Respondent)

“Over the years, we have made big pushes on fibre inclusion. That is so tricky though because
you are fundamentally changing [the product]. For sodium, if you look at the percentage in
the recipe, it is absolutely miniscule so, while it is technically difficult to reduce sodium as an
ingredient, it is way easier than adding fibre, which is a big proportion of the recipe, because
you are fundamentally changing the product, and in some matrices, it might be easier, but
when you have a simple grain, which is a lot of our cereals, it is really, really hard to add fibre
to that.” (Industry Respondent)

“Contra to pharma, where the product that is brought to the marketplace needs to be
prescribed by a physician, approved by the payer, and then validated by your insurance
company, where as the patient you completely lose control over what medicine you take for
whatever ailment, in this industry, nobody is forcing anybody to do anything, so this is
incredible because this enormous base of consumers votes with their feet and their money on
the quality and texture and hedonic properties of our products in the marketplace all the time.
So, one of the things that you cannot do in these efforts that are very well-supported by
science and very well-meaning is alienate your consumers, because the risk is two-fold. There
is not only a commercial risk, but if you try to do something that you believe is good for the

health of your consumers and you do it in the wrong way or too quickly and they don't follow
you, you have lost not only a commercial opportunity, but also an opportunity to do good on
the health of your consumers. And I do not think that even people who talk about nutrition a
lot understand how this intricate dynamic between somebody who puts food out there in the
marketplace and the consumers that end up consuming it is fundamental to how quickly you
can move the needle.” (Industry Respondent)

“There is a tendency for the media to see foods outside of the context of their contribution to
diets. This then influences policymakers. It is thus essential that target foods be identified
based on their contribution to the intake of the target nutrient. You can reformulate
Christmas pudding [a holiday dessert popular in the United Kingdom], but its public health
impact will be near zero. On the other hand, a small change in the sodium content of bread
will have a significant impact on sodium intakes. Bread is a significant contributor to sodium
intake and bread has a high population diet penetration.” (Academic Respondent)

“When the United States or European Union starts to button up on food reformulation, you
see transnational companies move to less-regulated markets. So, it is a transnational common
dilemma, kind of like climate change, like so many other problems. It cannot be dealt with at a
national level.” (Academic Respondent)

“In terms of why voluntary reformulation does not drive the kinds of changes that would lead
to public health benefits, it has to do with it not being a level playing field, not all companies
do it and there are competitive reasons not to reformulate their best sellers because they do not
want to lose out on market share to somebody who has not reformulated their product. We
also see things happen in a voluntary initiative where companies can set their own product
portfolio targets in such a way that they can meet their targets primarily through obtaining
new products that are healthier than their existing products. You could argue that is a good
thing, that they are shifting and their business model is diversifying, but they are not
changing the nutritional composition of their bestsellers and those are what people are
consuming the most of, the small niche brands that they are buying are not the big sellers.”
(Academic Respondent)

“There are factors that influence reformulation and reformulation options like supply,
availability of alternative raw materials and ingredients, the functionality of ingredients that
are being taken out or added and the impact on texture, mouthfeel, and taste - which are only
part of those functionalities - the element of the label that is one of the key aspects, you do not
want to replace an ingredient with a few different ingredients and make the label more
complex, the impact that those ingredients have on the stability and; therefore, the shelf-life,
and the safety during that shelf-life of the food product.” (Industry Respondent)

“They could have based [the tax] on the sugar content. Then for the large companies even a
half a gram removal of sugar is a huge win financially in cost avoidance. If you tax it at a
penny a gram, it is massive what just a half gram reduction would deliver. It is a few million
dollars and that is pure profit. And if you do the math on the profit side you usually triple
that to get to the sales figure. So, one million dollars in gross profit typically has to mean

about three to four million dollars in sales. So, it is that incentivisation to drive those kinds of
changes that really, really makes a difference. And having the technology to deliver on it too.”
(Industry Respondent)

“It is not the industry that we should be looking to lead reformulation. By all means, we can
work with industry, but the notion that they would be partners in defining the standards for
healthy food is a flawed on,e and it leads to anaemic, inadequate, attenuated, and ineffective
reformulation strategies.” (Academic Respondent)

“[We have] been reformulating, but if we are competing with companies that have not, and it
is not a level playing field, and particularly if we put that on our labels but other companies
do not, sometimes consumers have not been educated and maybe think, ‘Oh, well that is not
going to taste good.’ To make a public health impact, we need everyone to do it. That is the
important thing, and the other important thing is that when you are reducing salt and fat and
sugar, it can impact taste, and that is why we all need to be doing it together.” (Industry
Respondent)

“We decided to decrease the sugar in our products, but the local producers did not change
anything in theirs, and people realised that our products were less sweet, less attractive, and

we lost a lot of sales from people switching from our brand to the local brands” (Industry
Respondent)

“The sugar and salt are in the same basket in that we have human taste for salt and sugar,
which the industry exploits, and there are some food products where sugar and salt are
fundamental to the composition of the product, you cannot have chocolate without sugar, you
cannot have salami without salt, so you cannot always have salt- and sugar-free products, you
cannot completely get it out of the food system. But what do you do about it in a regulatory
sense, and what do you do about it in a monitoring and a policy goal sense? So, the easiest
thing to regulate by far is to have maximum salt and sugar levels in particular products. And
yes, an individual company can be responsible and monitored and pinged for having a product
which is too high in salt or sugar, but the problem is getting the average down, and whose
responsibility is it to get the average down?” (Academic Respondent)

“If a government is going down this path, it cannot just be a regulatory food standard,
composition criteria track, it has to be a multipronged taxation, labelling, education,
regulation of the top standards, ongoing monitoring, publishing and shaming companies, and
government advocacy on companies. It could and should move into the procurement space for
governments, such as the US government that procures for school food or the army, which are
huge levers that they could use. With a multipronged approach, you can actually change these
things and you can regulate claims so that they are not putting calcium in jellybeans and
making a claim that it will save your bones. It has to be a multipronged approach.” (Academic
Respondent)

“That is one of the reasons why only large organisations can deal with regulatory issues on an
industrial basis, meaning dealing with 100 different regulations at a time for any single
product, and why small start-ups are better-suited initially to concentrate on one or two
targeted markets, but it is an immense issue, and it drives significant cost within these
organisations because it is so disharmonised outside that you have to harmonise it inside the
company, and to do that is a massive effort.” (Industry Respondent)

“The economic scale of the manufacturer is critically important. For large multinational
corporations, neither budget nor technical ability is a barrier. But for small and medium
enterprises, these are serious barriers. Their financial structures rarely allow vision beyond
the next quarter. Moreover, the technological capacity of these companies is limited as is the
market research of consumer acceptability.” (Academic Respondent)

“Reformulation can be a heavy lifter for cardiovascular disease, and this downturn that we
have seen in cardiovascular disease in the 40, 50 years since the '70s in your country and my
country is probably in a big part due to changes in the food supply that we do not really know
or measure; I am sure it has been pulling out the saturated fat, reducing the salt, maybe even
that orange juice that you are drinking, getting potassium there.” (Academic Respondent)

“If you implement 100% of the reformulation agenda, you probably do not have junk food any
longer because you have to reduce sodium, sugar, and saturated fats. Having only one piece of
the reformulation agenda is not going to work, it has to be much more comprehensive, and has
to change the ingredients… It is very difficult to improve junk foods.” (Public Health
Respondent)

“[Reformulation] leads to delayed action, policy inertia, and massive halo effects of so-called
socially responsible firms going out and apparently voluntarily doing something that is

making a difference. The disaster comes from a little bit of difference. From the psychological
reasons I have just outlined. Action has to be reframed in policy making because a little bit of
action is more dangerous than inaction… and in actual fact, all you are doing is propagating
a myth that something effective is being done when nothing effective is being done. And the
risks are huge.” (Academic Respondent)

“In the intermediate, where we are, reformulation is a positive thing, we need to start shifting
people away from eating loads of sugar and fat but it is not getting us on the pathway towards
the large dietary shifts that we need both for health and for sustainability reasons.” (Academic
Respondent)

“It is really hard to find a single ingredient like salt that has all that same functionality,
which really raises the complexity of what the solution is [for its replacement] and there is a
lack of tools. You need microbial control, you need to think about what it does to the texture,

changing proteins so you retain more moisture, it gives you that desired juiciness, tenderness
that you are looking for in a piece of meat. And then really it is the taste and flavour
enhancement.” (Industry Respondent)

“We think of sugar as just the thing that makes our beverages and food taste more sugary, but
in reality, when you look at the functionality of sugar - for example, in foods it adds, among
other things, desired texture. It controls the growth of yeast and mould in baked goods. It
prolongs shelf-life in some preparations by multiple mechanisms. It improves the way proteins
are worked into these preparations. It aids with the fermentation in baked goods. And if you
look at the beverage side of things - so it not only adds the desired sweetness, but it also
contributes mouthfeel and viscosity, shelf stability, and controls the crystallisation in frozen
slushes. It is important in the development of certain caramelisation processes. It is crucial for
those products in our portfolio that have to do with fermentation.” (Industry Respondent)

“I would not call it a lack of resistance as much as it is a lack of tools, so ultimately the
measurement of success is whether or not the consumers are going to embrace it and go back
and repeat purchases. There are big criteria, certain expectations within the consumers' mind,
and if you do not get them right, if the taste is not quite there, the texture is off, the shelf-life,
if all of a sudden because you are removing certain ingredients, you are getting increased
waste because they have to dispose of their food, which could have a potential economic impact
on consumers personally. There are not good tools that can actually function and replace a lot
of these ingredients.” (Industry Respondent)

“The best and closest single ingredient to salt is potassium chloride because it behaves a lot
like salt in microbial management, it does a lot with the protein modification. The one area
that it lacks, which is the most critical to consumers, is the taste, it is not as salty, it does not
enhance flavours the same way.” (Industry Respondent)

“I think the biggest challenge has been and will continue to be that removing sugar is really
hard for public perception, artificial sweeteners are not favourable for a lot of people, they do
not have the same physical properties in the products. I really dislike the taste of them, so I
would rather you not reformulate my products to have artificial sweeteners in them. So, I
think there is a big challenge there.” (Academic Respondent)

“We have some examples of that in our Brazil business where the level of saturated fat has
been significantly reduced between 25 and 50% or more in bakery products and around 30%
in ice creams. But in order to get sufficient structure, which is what you normally get from
saturated fats, lipid structuring has to be created by introducing emulsifiers. So, you get to
lower levels of saturates, which is a good thing, but you have to add emulsifiers, and if you
have really strong requirements for clean labels, that would not be an acceptable solution.
And I think this seems to work well in Brazil, but I think in Europe it will be a less desirable
solution because there is more focus on the label at this time.” (Industry Respondent)

“One other piece of work we do is really trying to understand consumer insights and
perceptions of certain ingredients to try to help our customers, and help us in our innovation
pipeline to really understand those ingredients, how you label them, what they look like, and
really what consumer perception is going to be about them. If you can tackle the substitutions
for an ingredient, if you can tackle the operations piece of it, the actual production of food,
having that consumer insight piece can really complete that holistic approach and ensure you
can bring a true solution to our customers.” (Industry Respondent)

“The mechanism is to share knowledge about reformulation of critical fats, that is one of the
commitments we requested from industry. We said, ‘Okay, you commit to limit trans fats, but
you also commit to share your knowledge with small and medium enterprises.’ They agreed to
do this.” (Public Health Respondent)

“Consumer acceptance is sometimes a barrier, since we have consumers that are acclimated to
certain tastes or may have an aversion to the other ingredients that we might use in order to
remove sugar, so it can be a double-edged sword there.” (Industry Respondent)

“We have faced some failures of reformulations of products that were not accepted by
consumers. We did all the reformulation work, we put the product on the market, and then we
had very big disappointments with very sharp decreases of sales by 30% in three weeks that
were obliging you to go back to the previous formula.” (Industry Respondent)

“When you take that much sugar out, all of a sudden, the weight of the cereal in the carton is
not the same, people really pick up on that, and they think we are trying to trick them. So, you
have to put something in its place for not only bowl life, appearance, and texture, but also for
the consumer’s perception of the weight of the food.” (Industry Respondent)

“If we have to remove two grams, or 2%, of sugar from our product, we start by removing one
gram because we know that is quite invisible for consumers, but more than one gram and they
notice it. So, we start by removing one gram and let the consumer get used to that, and then
we remove one more gram, that is more acceptable for consumers.” (Industry Respondent)

“We committed to removing trans fats and making a change to more sustainable oils. They
were switching to sunflower oil and they put a sunflower on the bag, and consumers actually
had a very negative reaction because they felt like ‘You are changing my beloved chips,’ but
the interesting thing was that we just changed the packaging back and stopped talking about
the change, and that fixed the issue, so sometimes it is just a perception issue. Even if we just
make a package or a labelling change and we do not actually change the product, consumers
will sometimes complain and have a negative perception.” (Industry Respondent)

“Understanding where [reformulation] stops and where innovation plays a role, and for each
brand you have a role for both, and typically that is how you do what we call brand planning
and strategic planning. So, you would ask what your reformulation pipeline looks like, and
then what does your innovation pipeline look like, and if you are starting from scratch it is
much, much easier. If you look at our new recipes around the world, they are much lower in
sugar, they tend to have the cleanest labels, they have lots of fortification. But launching a
new brand or launching a new food is very difficult and you do not have the volume, if you
think about the millions of boxes that we sell of an established brand versus something that is

new to the market, it takes quite a while to pick up speed, but there is a role for that for sure.”
(Industry Respondent)

“Any improvements in the nutrient profile of the product portfolio need to be tracked with
respect to product sales. You cannot say, ‘Oh, we have this product,’ like McDonald’s says,
‘We have a salad.’ Well, the salad does not sell, you sell 1,000 hamburgers and two salads.
Did that move the needle? No. You have to give a weighted average to show that the healthy
products are actually selling, so it is a business proposition as opposed to just a feel-good
exercise.” (Academic Respondent)

“That has stimulated us as a company to really look at the innovation side, and we are
starting to look at more plant-based products. We have a gourmet plant burger, we have
plant-based dairy analogues.” (Industry Respondent)

“We have a diversified portfolio of plant-based products that have lower carbon footprints
and deliver essential fatty acids and vitamins, that are fortified, fortifying in fact. But the
challenge is in the processing. For example, with [our plant-based burger], we are able to
provide good taste for this vegan burger but if you look at the composition and the list of
ingredients and how the product has been made, [it is very processed]. But the choice is still
very sexy for some consumers.” (Industry Respondent)

“The tool determines areas of the value chain that the project may directly impact from
agriculture, raw materials, ingredients, food processing, packaging, and waste, and if an
environmental risk or benefit is identified, the new product can be compared to the old, and
then we use an eco-design screen tool called Ecodex, which we have been using for the last six
years, to look at a lifecycle analysis. It identifies five environmental indicators, so that we can
then understand any trade-offs between climate and water” (Industry Respondent)

